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MPC FRIDAY MARKET UPDATE 

 
CHICAGO CHEDDAR CHEESE CHICAGO AA BUTTER NON-FAT DRY MILK 
Blocks - $.0175 $1.7525          Weekly Change - $.0650 $1.5500 Week Ending 5/17 & 5/18 
Barrels - $.0375 $1.7225          Weekly Average - $.0305 $1.5710 Calif. Plants  $1.6019 7,163,589 
      Nat’l Plants  $1.6338 17,133,979 
Weekly Average, Cheddar Cheese DRY WHEY Prior Week Ending 5/10 & 5/11 
Blocks  - $.0145 $1.7600 Dairy Market News w/e 05/24/13 $.5813 Calif. Plants $1.5394 11,250,666 
Barrels - $.0045 $1.7335 National Plants w/e 05/18/13 $.5720 Nat’l Plants $1.6396 16,476,523 

 
MARKET COMMENTARY: (By Sarina Sharp, Daily Dairy Report, sarina@dailydairyreport.com) 
 
Milk & Dairy Markets 
Dairy markets were volatile this week, and they settled mostly lower. The most decisive losses came on Friday, 
as traders looked back on the week’s news – which leaned bearishly – and positioned themselves for a three day 
weekend. June Class III futures posted the largest loss, dropping 45¢. Declines in July through September were 
more moderate, but third quarter contracts were still down by double digits. October through December Class III 
contracts were mixed. Class IV contracts put in a mixed performance, but the largest moves were to the 
downside. CME spot markets were also lower. Butter was the biggest loser, shedding 6.5¢/lb. this week and 
closing at $1.55. Eighteen loads changed hands. Cheddar blocks lost 1.75¢ and barrels were down 3.75¢. Nonfat 
dry milk (NDM) prices held steady. 
 
USDA’s Milk Production 
report showed national milk 
production at 17.27 billion lbs. 
in April, up 0.2% from April 
2012 and 1% higher than 
March on a daily average basis. 
California milk production 
returned to very near prior year 
levels, falling short of April 
2012 by only 0.2%. This 
compares to deficits of 4.7% in 
February and 3.3% in March. 
Keep in mind that favorable 
weather allowed for very 
strong milk production in the 
Golden State last February and 
March, leading to production 
restrictions in April. 
 
Milk production in the 
Southwest remains lower than last year. Midwestern milk production continues to exceed 2012 levels, but the rate 
of increase is slowing. In Wisconsin, for example, year over year milk production growth has slowed from 4.9% 
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in January to 1.3% in April. Nationally, January through April milk production is only 0.1% higher than last year 
(after adjusting for Leap Day). From 2005-2012, U.S. milk production grew by an average of 2.2% in the first 
four months of the year. U.S. milk production is basically flat, and well below trend-line growth levels. 

 
But despite the minor increase in production and much-
discussed problems overseas, domestic dairy product 
inventories are growing, implying soft demand. Butter and 
cheese stocks reached all time highs at 310.7 million lbs. and 
1.12 billion lbs., respectively. Total cheese stocks increased 
1.3% from March and 4.5% from a year ago, suggesting that 
the heady prices seen in April discouraged sales. Butter 
inventories grew a whopping 21.8% from March and were 
22.2% higher than April 2012. Despite record large U.S. 
stocks, global butter inventories are in line with last year, as 
stocks are very low in Europe. With the U.S. poised to be the 

world’s major butter supplier, the export market will likely serve as a floor under U.S. butter prices. 
 
However, while domestic prices remain below international levels, butter prices softened in Oceania and Western 
Europe this week, falling 5.7% and 0.25%, respectively, according to Dairy Market News. Skim milk powder 
(SMP), whole milk powder (WMP) and whey powder prices also moved lower in Europe. In Oceania, WMP 
prices dropped while SMP rebounded and Cheddar held steady. 
 
The California Weighted Average Price for NDM added an impressive 6.25¢ last week, averaging $1.6019/lb. 
This corrected the wide spread between CWAP and National Dairy Product Sales Report NDM, which averaged 
$1.6338. 
 
China imported 60,546 metric tons of WMP/SMP in April, 55% more than in April 2012 but 40% lower than the 
strong figures posted in March. Year to date, Chinese milk powder imports are up 29% from last year. The U.S. 
share of Chinese SMP imports rose to 8.1% in April, compared to 2.4% in the first quarter. New Zealand shipped 
77.1% of Chinese SMP imports in April, down from 86% in January through March. 
 
Dairy producers culled 55,474 head in the week of May 11, 3.1% fewer than the same week last year. Year to 
date slaughter is 4.5% higher than a year ago, but the pace of slaughter has clearly slowed from the very high 
levels that have prevailed since late last summer.   
 
Grain and Hay Markets 
Grain and oilseed prices moved higher this week. Corn prices settled near the high end of recent ranges after 
stronger than expected export sales and another week of very strong ethanol production. Concerns about planting 
delays and acreage switches have largely abated. Farmers planted a record amount of corn last week, and as of 
May 19, 71% of the crop was in the ground. This is below average pace of 79%, but sharply higher than 28% 
from the week before. Weather was somewhat less cooperative this week, but planters are still rolling. The crop 
is expected to be around 90% planted by Sunday.  
 
July soybeans moved to highs not seen since last fall before retreating to settle below $15.00 but above prior 
week levels. The soybean basis collapsed this week as export business waned. The soybean crop was 24% 
planted, up from 6% last week. As farmers conclude corn planting, the pace of soybean planting will likely 
accelerate. 
 
It is still extremely dry in the Plains, which has supported wheat prices. Dry weather is also a concern in wheat 
growing regions of Australia and parts of Russia and Ukraine.  
 
Weather is also a major concern for forage this year. Water restrictions in California are pushing irrigation water 
to the most valuable crops and away from alfalfa. The Plains drought has decimated pasture and forage alike, 
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increasing demand for harvested feed. Farmers in the Great Lakes region have noted poor alfalfa stands after a 
wet winter and late, wet spring. Some alfalfa acreage will likely be reseeded to other crops, and 2013 alfalfa 
acreage is already the third lowest on record. A large crop is needed to remedy high prices given record low 
stocks. California dairy producers have struggled with high forage values for years, but hay prices on the West 
Coast are generally lower than they were at this time a year ago. In contrast, Midwest hay prices are at record 
highs. Income over feed models suggest that the cost of milk production in Wisconsin is higher than in California 
today, in stark contrast to the past few years, when California dairy producers faced decidedly higher feed costs 
than their Midwestern competitors. 

*** 
 
FRED DOUMA’S PRICE PROJECTIONS… 
May 24 Final: Quota cwt. $19.19 Overbase cwt.   $17.49 Cls. 4a cwt.  $18.30 Cls. 4b cwt.  $17.20 
Last Week: Quota cwt. $19.15 Overbase cwt.   $17.45  Cls. 4a cwt.  $18.17 Cls. 4b cwt.  $17.22 

*** 

 
DAIRY FARMERS AND PROCESSORS STAKE OUT THEIR POSITIONS AT THIS WEEK’S CDFA 
HEARING: (By Rob Vandenheuvel) This past Monday, the California Department of Food and Agriculture 
(CDFA) held a hearing to consider emergency milk price adjustments.  After listening to the testimony, there is 
good news to report, as well as bad news.  First, the good news: every witness that testified at the hearing 
supported a price increase for the milk produced and sold in California (yes, that includes the processor 
witnesses).  The bad news: there is still a big difference between producers and processors in the size and scope 
of our proposed increases. 
 
Before getting into the two proposals, here is some quick background for those who may not already know:  In 
December 2012, CDFA held a similar hearing, and as a result of that hearing, the following temporary price 
increases were implemented for the months of February through May 2013: 

• $0.05/cwt increase to Class 1 price (about 13% of the CA pooled milk) 

• $0.10/cwt increase to the Class 2 & 3 prices (about 8% of the CA pooled milk) 

• $0.30/cwt increase to the Class 4a & 4b prices (about 79% of the CA pooled milk) 
 
When you blend these increases together, they result in a net increase to the overbase price of about $0.25 per 
hundredweight.  (There was also testimony on the net impact on members of cooperatives with manufacturing 
facilities, but that is another issue for another day.)  These price increases will expire this month, and given that 
CDFA has not announced any temporary extension of them, June’s prices will not include these increases.  Of 
course, depending on what is announced as a result of this week’s hearing, we could see some form of price relief 
restored in July. 
 
So what was proposed at the hearing?   
 
I’ll start with the unified processor position, which was quite simple: a six-month extension of the current price 
relief (July – December 2013).  The result of this proposal would obviously be an estimated increase to our 
overbase price of $0.25/cwt. 
 
The producer organizations and cooperatives jointly took an alternative position, which was to implement no 
increase to the Class 1, 2, 3 and 4a prices, but to increase the Class 4b price by $1.20 per hundredweight.  Since 
about 42-44% of California’s pooled milk has been sold as Class 4b milk, the net impact on California’s overbase 
price would be about $0.50-.52 per hundredweight.  As far as the length of the price increase, producers did not 
advocate for an arbitrary deadline, but rather testified that the price relief should be in place until a suitable 
alternative is ready. 
 
In order to give our readers a flavor of the testimony, I’ve included Milk Producers Council’s submitted 
testimony below.  We are hopeful that any price increases resulting from this hearing are announced next month, 
with implementation of those increases in July. 
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Testimony of Rob Vandenheuvel 
General Manager, Milk Producers Council 

 
CDFA Hearing on Temporary Milk Pricing Adjustments 

May 20, 2013 
 
The California Food and Agricultural Code outlines some general “purposes” for why CDFA is involved in 
establishing minimum prices.  One of those purposes is: 
 
“Enable the dairy industry, with the aid of the state, to develop and maintain satisfactory marketing conditions, 
bring about and maintain a reasonable amount of stability and prosperity in the production of market milk, 
and provide a means for carrying on essential educational activities.” (Section 61805(d), emphasis added) 
 
Given the discussions both inside and outside of this building over the past two years, it is clear that this 
particular goal, outlined by the California Legislature, is not being achieved.  Fortunately, the Secretary has an 
opportunity in this hearing to take a significant step towards rectifying that. 
 
The Profitability – or Lack Thereof – of Producing Milk in California 
Included in the call of today’s hearing is the following statement: 
 
The Secretary's decision will include consideration of all relevant economic factors including, but not limited to, 
the following: 

• The reasonableness and economic soundness of market milk prices for all classes, giving consideration to 
combined income from those classes, in relation to cost of production and marketing for all purposes 
including manufacturing. 

 
This language is pulled straight from Section 62062(a) of the California Food and Agricultural Code, although it 
omits an additional clause that immediate follows: “In determining the costs, the director shall consider the cost 
of management and a reasonable return on necessary capital investment.”  This language is also cited on 
CDFA’s website as the reason why the Department maintains data on the cost of producing milk in California. 
 
Given that stated focus of the hearing, and the fact that CDFA maintains data specifically on this point, it seems 
logical to start by looking at CDFA’s data.  The table and chart below shows the average statewide cost of 
production, as calculated by the Department’s Cost of Production unit, compared to the statewide blend milk 
price.   

 

 
CA Cost of 
Production 

CA Blend 
Milk Price 

Difference 

2010 $15.23 $14.77 ($0.46) 

2011 $17.54 $18.57 $1.03 

2012 $19.08 $16.62 ($2.46) 

Avg $17.28 $16.65 ($0.63)  

 
As CDFA’s own data demonstrates, California’s dairy families have been subjected to financial losses in two out 
of the last three years, with an average loss over that time period of $0.63 per hundredweight.  To put these 
figures in perspective, a 1,000 cow dairy producing 65 pounds of milk per cow, per day, would reasonably expect 
to have lost – according to CDFA’s own economic data – about $450,000 during that three year period, or about 
$450 per cow.  (This data does not even include the historic levels of debt accumulated by California dairy 
families during the economic devastation of 2009, when the Statewide cost of production was reported at 
$16.86/cwt compared to a statewide blend milk price of $11.56/cwt; a gap of $5.30/cwt for the entire year.) 
 
 

CA Cost of Production vs Statewide Blend Milk Price 
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It’s difficult to comprehend these kinds of losses, and the impact they have on a family that’s watching their 
business, their equity and their future slip away.  It’s difficult to understand what possible public benefit there 
might be to this senseless economic devastation for dairy farmers.  It’s difficult to watch the continuing dispersal 
sales and bankruptcies without feeling angry and betrayed by a system that was put in place to “bring about and 
maintain stability and prosperity in the production of market milk.”  Today’s hearing is a chance to chart out a 
new future. 
 
Digging into these Numbers 
When examining the California pricing system, one of the common themes we will hear at today’s hearing is how 
our regulated prices compare to the regulated prices announced by the Federal Milk Marketing Orders around the 
country, which is the predominant regulatory structure in dairy areas outside of California.  Classes 4a and 4b 
make up a vast majority of the milk produced and sold in California, and the Federal Order system provides an 
excellent reference for comparison, as it, too, has monthly minimum prices announced for these two classes 
(Federal Order Classes III and IV). 
 

  
CA Class 

4a 
F/O Class 

IV Difference 
CA Class 

4b 
F/O Class 

III Difference 
2010 $14.81  $15.09  ($0.28) $13.17  $14.41  ($1.24) 

2011 $18.82  $19.04  ($0.23) $16.37  $18.37  ($2.00) 

2012 $15.63 $16.01 ($0.37) $15.54 $17.44 ($1.91) 

Avg $16.42 $16.71 ($0.29) $15.02 $16.74 ($1.72) 

 
As you can see, there is a significant difference between the California Class 4a/Federal Order Class IV 
(butter/powder) relationship and the California Class 4b/Federal Order Class III (cheese/dry whey) relationship.  
While both of these California classified prices are consistently below their Federal Order counterpart price, the 
Class 4b price has seen a significantly larger discount. 
 
Looking specifically at the gap between the California Class 4b price and the Federal Order Class III price, 
another interesting fact is exposed.  Over the 2010-2012 period, we’ve already established that the CDFA data 
indicates that California dairy farmers received a statewide blend milk price that was $0.63 per hundredweight 
below the state’s estimated cost of producing that milk.  Over that same period, the California Class 4b price was 
below the Federal Order Class III price by an average of $1.72 per hundredweight.  About 42 percent of the total 
pooled solids in the California pool were sold to Class 4b manufacturers during that three year time period, so 
that $1.72 per hundredweight gap represents about $0.72 per hundredweight when blended through the California 
pool ($1.72 X 42%).   
 
So in short, based on CDFA’s own cost of production and milk price data, the significant discount in the 
California Class 4b price is arguably the difference between dairy farmer profits and losses in California.  This is 
significant as the Department considers what changes to make to the California pricing structure.  The problem 
has been, and continues to be, specific to the way we price milk sold to California cheese manufacturers, and the 
significant discount our current Class 4b pricing formula provides.   
 
While we cannot do anything about the damage that has already occurred, today’s hearing provides an 
opportunity to make sure we right this wrong going forward. 
 
Support for Dairy Producer Proposal 
That leads to MPC’s position in this hearing, which is to support the producer proposal for an increase to the 
Class 4b price of $1.20 per hundredweight.  This proposal is the only logical response to the facts outlined above. 
 
While there will undoubtedly be testimony today on several efforts currently underway to make longer-term 
structural changes to the California pricing structure – such as the discussions about crafting a California Federal 
Milk Marketing Order or the Department’s Task Force – dairy families are in need of this price adjustment 
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immediately.  Per the call of the hearing, the relief will be temporary in nature, ultimately giving way to broader 
reforms coming out of those discussions.  But while those efforts are ongoing, California’s dairy families are 
desperately in need of a pay price that meets the standards laid out in the call of the hearing and in the California 
Food and Agricultural Code. 
 
Restoring Fairness and Equity in the System 
Finally, I would like to bring up some points that MPC brought up in the December 21, 2012 hearing with regard 
to the function of pooling in California.  These points provide further evidence to why a meaningful increase in 
the Class 4b price is absolutely critical. 
 
The dairy producer community has been extremely vocal and active in the past two years, pointing out the 
desperate need for an increase in the pay price for milk, particularly with respect to the Class 4b price.  While 
producers have been fighting for their financial lives, we’ve seen a specific line of rhetoric emerge from the 
State’s cheese manufacturers.  Their basic argument is that minimum prices are fine where they are – some have 
even proposed lowering them in the past – and premiums should be the only tool we use to increase our pay price 
for milk.  A few of those examples are: 
 

• “Hilmar Cheese Company supports a low regulated minimum price that allows the market to efficiently 
set high market-driven prices.” (Testimony of David Ahlem, Hilmar Cheese Company, May 31, 2012 
CDFA hearing) 

• “Cooperatives should use milk premiums over minimum pricing as a way to improve producers’ income 
based on the supply and demand of milk in a working market.” (Testimony of Barry Murphy, Independent 
Consultant, May 31, 2012 CDFA hearing) 

• “Why don’t these producers merely go to their customers and raise their price?” (Letter to CDFA from 
Michael Shotts, Farmdale Creamery, March 8, 2012) 

• “The role of regulated prices should be to undergird the market, providing some stability yet leaving room 
for market forces to work.” (Testimony of Dr. Bill Schiek, Dairy Institute of California, June 30, 2011 
CDFA hearing) 

 
To those that don’t fully understand how milk is marketed in California, this rhetoric sounds pretty logical.  Why 
should we worry about the minimum prices?  Why not just focus on generating higher premiums?  The reason is 
actually quite simple when you step back from the minimum pricing formulas and look at the pooling system as a 
whole. 
 
One of the Secretary’s considerations specifically spelled out in the California Food and Agricultural Code is the 
reasonableness and soundness of the relationship between the various classes (paraphrase from Section 
62062(c)).  That consideration was also specifically included in the official notice for today’s hearing.  Why is 
that in there?  The reason is simple.  While today’s hearing is specifically on the five minimum prices established 
each month, we need to remember that these minimum prices do not exist in a vacuum.  California operates under 
a Pooling Plan that pools the revenues from the sale of milk in each of the five classes.  One of the fundamental 
tenets of that pooling structure is that each of the five classes must make a fair and equitable contribution to the 
pool. 
 
We recognize that this does not mean all five class prices must be equal, but the Secretary is nonetheless tasked 
with maintaining a fair and reasonable relationship between the classes.  Today, let’s specifically look at the 
relationship in the past several years between our two main manufacturing classes:  Classes 4a and 4b. 
 
Over the past three years, since January 2010, the Class 4b price has averaged $15.05 per hundredweight, while 
the Class 4a price has averaged $16.51 per hundredweight – an average difference of $1.46 per hundredweight.  
At the same time, the overbase price – which is the price plants are obligated to pay their milk suppliers – has 
averaged $15.76 per hundredweight.  What that means is that since January 2010, in order to be able to pay their 
producers the blended overbase price, Class 4b plants have collectively received more than $410,000,000 out of 
the California pool.  At the same time, Class 4a plants have had to not only pay their milk suppliers the blended 
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overbase price, but on top of that they have collectively contributed more than $323,000,000 to the California 
pool. 
 
What does this mean?  Through California’s regulated pooling system, our butter/powder plants – as well as the 
plants that buy Class 1, 2 and 3 milk – have been heavily subsidizing the cheese plants over the past three years.  
Without our pooling system, how much milk would our cheese manufacturers have been able to purchase at 
$15.05 per hundredweight while every other class – including the other main manufacturing class – is paying 
significantly more?  Instead, those cheese plants were able to compete for milk on an equal playing field with the 
butter/powder plants, since hundreds of millions of dollars was being taken from the butter/powder plants and 
given to the cheese plants. 
 
It’s frankly dishonest for our cheese manufacturers to lecture dairy farmers and their cooperatives about “going to 
the marketplace” for additional revenue, while the regulated system has overseen the transfer of more than 
$410,000,000 in pool revenues they did not earn in order to pay the market price for the milk they need.  This is 
why Milk Producers Council believes that the dairy producer proposal, which would result in a significant 
increase in the Class 4b price, is an appropriate adjustment for CDFA to make.  It’s about fairness and justice, 
something the Secretary is sworn to uphold. 
 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, for all the reasons stated in this testimony, MPC strongly urges the Secretary and the Department 
to utilize the authority granted under the law to increase the Class 4b price.  The facts certainly justify this critical 
adjustment. 
 

As we observe Memorial Day this coming Monday, the MPC board of directors 

and staff extends our deepest gratitude to all those who sacrificed their lives 

defending this great country of ours. 


